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+19782972277 - http://friends-garden.com/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Friend's Garden Chinese from Winchendon. Currently, there
are 17 dishes and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Friend's Garden Chinese:
Friends Garden has the best roasted rice. Excellent experience with the staff. Clean spot. Great Everything in the

menu. Nice price for the amount of food. I recommend the Poopoo plate for 2. My friend loves this connection.
Preorder and pickup only at this time. No In food as... (11/13/2020). It's pretty fast when preordered. read more.
The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What War

Ghost squad doesn't like about Friend's Garden Chinese:
Driver overcharged 28.50 for a D 16 dinner plate with a egg roll complaining about another the employee or

somebody I even went to his car was gonna tip.a fair amount not over$10 for a few minutes down the road guy
with the big beard was pretty rude and obviously needs a new job not being a delivery guy over charging people

at there risk Service: Take out read more. Traditional courses are prepared in the kitchen of Friend's Garden
Chinese in Winchendon with original Asian spices delicious, Besides, the successful blend of different dishes

with new and partially adventurous products is appreciated by the customers - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion.
Also, they offer you tasty seafood meals, Many visitors are particularly looking forward to the experience of

versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine.
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Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Chicke� dishe�
CHICKEN FINGERS

For th� smal� hunger
EGG ROLL

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Frie� Ric� & Noodle�
LO MEIN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

MEAT

EGG

TERIYAKI

CHICKEN TERIYAKI
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:30-22:00
Wednesday 11:30-22:00
Thursday 11:30-22:00
Friday 11:30-23:00
Saturday 11:30-23:00
Sunday 12:00-22:00
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